Abstract-Multi-vehicle interaction behavior classification and analysis offer in-depth knowledge to make an efficient decision for autonomous vehicles. This paper aims to cluster a wide range of driving encounter scenarios based only on multi-vehicle GPS trajectories. Towards this end, we propose a generic unsupervised learning framework comprising two layers: feature representation layer and clustering layer. In the layer of feature representation, we combine the deep autoencoders with a distancebased measure to map the sequential observations of driving encounters into a computationally tractable space that allows quantifying the spatiotemporal interaction characteristics of two vehicles. The clustering algorithm is then applied to the extracted representations to gather homogeneous driving encounters into groups. Our proposed generic framework is then evaluated using 2,568 naturalistic driving encounters. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed generic framework incorporated with unsupervised learning can cluster multi-trajectory data into distinct groups. These clustering results could benefit decisionmaking policy analysis and design for autonomous vehicles.
(f) encounter data collection. The multi-vehicle interaction can be interpreted by their trajectory -a set of positional information for moving vehicles, ordered by time. The growing use of global positioning system (GPS) receivers in equipped vehicles empowers researchers to collect large amounts of high-quality trajectory data at a low cost. Using positional trajectories with GPS data allows us to dig underlying information and visualize multi-vehicle behaviors with road context as shown in Fig. 1 . Vehicle trajectories with GPS data have also been widely used for driver behavior pattern analysis and prediction [1] [2] [3] , travel destination prediction [4] , anomalous driving behavior detection [5] , eco-driving [6] , vehicle behavior reconstruction [7] . However, the diversity of driving encounters at variance with driving conditions (e.g., road, traffic, and other road users) and the flood of high-dimensional traffic data overwhelms human insight and analysis [8] , thereby limiting to make full use of these trajectory data. Fig. 1 presents some typical driving encounters consisting of two vehicles at different intersections. Therefore, clustering driving encounters into distinct groups enables us to identify the common underlying points, encourages a vibrant design of space and functionality for synthetic traffic systems, and highlights a compelling need for the integrative analysis of the interaction between human drivers or between the human-driven vehicle and autonomous vehicles.
Many clustering algorithms and data mining techniques have been implemented to vehicle trajectory analysis and associated applications, as reviewed in [9] , [10] ; however, most of them aim to discover the group of similar single trajectory, rather than the group of similar multi-vehicle trajectories in driving encounter scenarios. For example, Besse et al. [11] proposed a distance-based algorithm to learn representations of each single vehicle trajectory and then applied hierarchical clustering to the representations of all vehicles for categorization. The authors in [4] also developed a two-step procedure to predict a trip's destination using a density-based clustering of destination and the initial part of trajectories. Yao et al. [12] used a sliding window to extract a set of moving behavior features that capture space and time-invariant characteristics of the trajectories. Zhao et al. [13] , [14] extracted lane change behavior according to the vehicle's raw movement trajectory and conducted the scene-based analysis. In order to obtain traffic patterns for traffic surveillance, Choong et al. [15] implemented the longest common subsequence (LCSS) to measure similarity levels of trajectories as features and then clustered vehicle trajectories into groups using k-means and fuzzy c-means. Some research [10] , [16] [17] [18] [19] also applied clustering algorithms to detect traffic information such as traffic hotspots, traffic patterns and traffic volume based on vehicle GPS trajectories.
However, all these methods above are unsuitable for clustering a set of multi-vehicle trajectories because of their limited ability to represent high-dimensional sequential observations. Investigating multi-vehicle interaction patterns (driving encounter scenarios) can benefit insights about how human drivers make decisions when negotiating with others, thereby providing external knowledge for self-driving. For instance, classifying cross-negotiation behaviors at unsignalized intersections can offer researchers detailed and applicable information to design rule-based decision-making systems for autonomous vehicles that can harmoniously negotiate with surrounding road users [20] . Towards this goal, many researchers used vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) trajectories in the empirically predefined specific scenarios such as changing lanes. Although achieved remarkable progress has been made, the scenarios they concerned are limited in diversity, which sharply limits the potential applications. Therefore, categorizing similar driving encounters into groups can benefit insight into each kind of encounter scenario and offer opportunities to test the existing algorithms. For example, Pokorny et al. [21] proposed a topological trajectory clustering by considering the relative persistent homology between motion trajectories. Our previous work [22] directly applied a common autoencoder to extract features of characterizing driving encounters for clustering, but the learned representations were not interpretable. To the best of our knowledge, great efforts on tackling a bunch of single trajectories have been made by utilizing off-theshelf algorithms, but no one efficient approach is suitable for clustering a set of multi-vehicle trajectories.
In this paper, we primarily focus on the driving encounter scenario within two vehicles engaged and clustering their GPS trajectories into distinct groups. The main contributions of this paper are threefold.
• Proposing a generic two-layer framework to cluster the driving encounter scenarios represented by multi-vehicle GPS trajectories.
• Developing different unsupervised learning methods to encode driving encounters into computationally tractable measure space using deep autoencoders, distance-based measure, and their combinations. 
Vehicle #2 Fig. 3 . Illustration of one driving encounter with two vehicle trajectories.
• Validating our developed two-layer framework using different algorithms based on 2,568 naturalistic driving encounters. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the framework of clustering driving encounters. Section III details the approaches of extracting representatives. Section IV presents the clustering method and performance metrics. Section V introduces the experimental procedure and data collection. Section VI analyzes and discusses the experimental results, followed by a conclusion and future work in Section VII.
II. CLUSTERING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we shall discuss the generic framework of clustering driving encounters, as shown in Fig. 2 . This framework can be realized by three steps: driving encounter unification, representation extraction, and clustering. Before detailing the framework, we first introduce the mathematical formulation of driving encounters.
A. Driving Encounter
Two vehicle trajectories with the same length represent a driving encounter, where the vehicle trajectories could be continuous or discrete. In our case, we will consider the discrete trajectories, defined as follows. For a single driving encounter, we obtained the discrete observations
where p
k ∈ R 2 are the position of two vehicles in the driving encounter at discrete time t k (Fig. 3) , K ∈ N is the length of the driving encounter x. In particular, we define X = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N ) as a set of driving encounters with N samples.
B. Driving Encounter Unification
For clustering algorithms, all the input samples or features should be in the identical dimension; therefore the raw driving encounter GPS trajectories are required to scale to a preset length. For two arbitrary driving encounters in real traffic, their lengths could be significantly different from each other. In order to make clustering algorithms practically tractable, we need to scale the driving encounter data into an identical length with little loss of information. Many ripe approaches to unifying trajectories have been developed, see review literature [23] , for example,
• Trajectory transformation algorithms, which project the trajectories into a different structured space with a fixed parameter, for example, linear transformation, curving fitting (e.g., uniform cubic B-spline curve), discrete Fourier transformation, etc.
• Re-sampling methods, which choose trajectory points by a sampling rule to unify trajectory lengths but usually result in some information loss.
• Trajectory substitute, which utilizes the essential components of trajectories (termed as sub-trajectories) to represent hidden information of original trajectory data.
• Points of interest, which is flexible and preferred when research focuses on some specific regions of surveillance (termed as points of interest) rather than the points outside the regions.
• Scale-invariant features, which have been widely used to extract more robust and representative features (e.g., histograms of oriented gradients and histograms of optical flow) from image frames rather than the positional trajectories. Though the last three approaches could perform very well for a single trajectory, it is nontrivial to directly apply them to the pair of multi-vehicle trajectories in driving encounters. Hence, we prefer to use the re-sampling method with interpolation processes as it is very flexible to operate. More calculation details see [23] . The unification task can be completed using the command scipy.interpolate in Python.
C. Representation Learning
Straightforwardly implementing the common clustering algorithms to the sequential observations of driving encounters is practically intractable because it is meaningless to compute the center of multi-vehicle trajectories. In order to solve this problem, we transfer the multi-vehicle trajectories into a specified space and then select associated representations to characterize the interaction of vehicles in driving encounters. Manipulating on representations makes it calculable to maximize the similarity of samples within and between clusters. Many different approaches have been developed to learn representations of capturing the temporal and spatial relations of multi-vehicle trajectories, for example, by measuring the distance between two trajectories [4] , [11] or by using neural networks to learn representations of individual trajectories [12] , [24] . We shall introduce three kinds of approaches to learn representations in Section III.
D. Clustering
These learned representations enable us to make full use of the off-the-shelf clustering algorithms (e.g., k-means) to gather driving encounters into groups. The clustering performance can also be evaluated based on these representations. More details are shown in Section IV.
III. REPRESENTATION LEARNING
Clustering similar driving encounters into groups requires to extract the features capable of capturing their primary characteristics. Unlike extracting features of images with specific and explicit labels, we have limited prior knowledge about the feature space of driving encounters. Fortunately, many approaches to learning representations of time-series trajectories have been developed to study sequential data. In this paper, we mainly focus on the types of multi-vehicle dynamic interactions in spatial and temporal spaces. We shall introduce three ways to achieve this: deep autoencoders, distance-based measure, and shape-based measure. The limitations and advantages of these methods are then discussed.
A. Deep Autoencoders
Our goal is to characterize a given driving encounter by finding a representation from which the driving encounter can be completely reconstructed. The autoencoder, which could generate a sample from the learned representation as close as possible to its original input, has been widely used to dig underlying information of time-series data. An autoencoder is a specific neural network (NN) consisting of encoder and decoder (as shown in Fig. 4 ) that attempts to copy its input x to its outputx, where the hidden layer h describes the code to represent the input x. By training a model to minimize the difference between x andx, the hidden layer h can capture the underlying characteristics of this driving encounter. Autoencoders vary in the architecture of the encoder and decoder as a consequence of the kind of input data being supplied. For example, a structure of long-short term memory (LSTM) generates an LSTM autoencoder, and a structure of convolutional NN (CNN) creates a convolutional autoencoder. In general, the encoder and the decoder can be formulated as follows.
• Encoder: The encoder (red dash box in Fig. 4 ) is a multilayer neural networks of mapping an input x (i) at the i th -layer into x (i+1) at the (i + 1) th -layer by
where w (i) is the weight matrix for transferring data from the i th -layer to (i + 1) th -layer, b (i) is the bias vector. Note that in Fig. 4 the middle layer is the representation h of driving encounters.
• Decoder: The hidden representation h from the encoder is then mapped back tox through a symmetric multilayer network. Subsequently, an autoencoder with a simple multilayer network can be easily derived using (2) without considering the past observations, which has been thoroughly investigated in [22] . Driving behavior, however, is a dynamic process in nature which depends on past information [25] , [26] . Hence, we take the past observation into consideration using two advanced autoencoders: LSTM-Autoencoder (LSTMAE) and convolutional autoencoder (ConvAE).
1) LSTMAE:
In contrast to the simple autoencoder with a multilayer perceptron, the LSTMAE [27] takes the advantage of the temporal information by adding an information selection function, usually as a sigmoid neural net layer, to decide what information is useful and to remember this helpful information, thus transferring the information x (i) at the i th -layer to the representation at the (i + 1) th -layer. The LSTMAE comprises four basic equations to achieve this, formulated by
where σ(·) is the sigmoid function, w z , w y , w are the weights, b z , b y , b are the biases, x (i) is the output vector of the LSTM unit. Therefore, given observation x (i−1) for each LSTM unit, we can propagate the output x (i) to next layer.
2) Convolutional Autoencoder (ConvAE): Sharing the same structure with LSTMAE, the ConvAE describes the layer relationship using a convolution operation, instead of using a primary multiply operator.
The encoding and decoding processes can be treated as a procedure for reconstructing observations. Hence, we can learn hidden representation h by minimizing the errors between reconstructed observationsx and the origin inputs x with the cost function
with
for all layers, and I is the number of layers. The discussion above indicates that researchers usually transform the representation learning process into a problem of training autoencoders, then select the output of the encoder h (i.e., the layer of hidden presentation) in feature space H ∈ R r×1 for each driving encounter x as the expected representations of this driving encounter, with r the dimension of the hidden layer.
B. Distance-Based Measure
Instead of treating the representation learning process as a black box, we use a mathematically rigorous way to capture their spatial relationship (e.g., approaching to each other fast or slowly) between two vehicles in a driving encounter. To begin with, we need to define a measure to gauge their geometrical distance. Generally, there are two straightforward ways to achieve this: dynamic time warping and normalized Euclidean distance.
1) Dynamic Time Warping (DTW): Given a driving encounter observation x, the DTW [28] aims to measure the geometric relationship of the two-vehicle trajectories over time
whereK ∈ N is the length of unified driving encounters and can be determined using training data. We define trajectory measure space P ∈ RK ×K , with p
n ∈ P for m, n ∈ [1, · · · ,K], where n and m are the positions of the two vehicles, respectively. The local distance of the positional point of one vehicle to one positional point of the other vehicle is defined and computed by a non-negative function f f : P × P → R ≥0
Typically, if p
m and p (2) n are close to each other, f (p
n ) gets a small value, and otherwise f (p
n ) attains a large value. Thus calculating the distance of pairwise elements in the two vehicle trajectories p (1) and p (2) allows to represent the geometry of driving encounter x through a feature matrix
with the distance measure function f . Here, the Euclidean distance is selected to compute the local distance,
where · 2 indicate the Euclidean distance between two points.
2) Normalized Euclidean Distance (NED):
The other efficient and straightforward way to measure the distance of temporal-pairwise positions of two vehicles at time k is to apply an Euclidean distance directly. Thus, given a driving encounter, we can obtain a distance vector f = [f 1 , f 2 , · · · , fK] to describe the relationship of the two vehicles, where
Then we normalized the distance vector as F = f max(f ) . Therefore, we can get the feature F of this driving encounter using the DTW and NED.
In addition to DTW and NED, there exist other kinds of distance measures such as LCSS and Edit Distance for Real sequence (EDR) [11] . They discretize the trajectories of driving encounter and take account of the number of occurrences, but the Euclidean distance between matched segments does not match a predefined spatial threshold. Compared to DTW, both of LCSS and EDR are sensitive to the spatial threshold [11] , i.e., a large threshold value indicates a high acceptation of differences in trajectories and otherwise, low tolerance of differences. Therefore, we selected the DTW and NED instead of LCSS and EDR in this paper.
C. Shape-Based Measure
Different from the distance-based measure, the shape-based measure aims to capture the geometric features of two single trajectories [4] , [11] . The most well-known algorithms are the Hausdorff distance [29] , the Fréchet distance [30] , and the symmetrized segment-path distance (SSPD) [11] . These methods have registered a high level of performance for describing the geometric features of a single trajectory; however, they are not suitable for capturing the relationship between driving encounters consisting of a pair of vehicle trajectories, since their output is a metric and easy to measure the shapesimilarity level of individual trajectories but does not work for multi-vehicle trajectories. Even with the same metric value, the driving encounters could be significantly different from each other in terms of shape. Therefore, the shape-based measure is not used in this paper.
D. Summary
According to the above discussion, we select the deep neural network-based autoencoders and the distance-based measure to learn representations of driving encounters. Besides, the autoencoder can capture underlying information through dimension reduction and hence can potentially extract meaningful representations from the results of DTW or NED. 
To understand this efficiently, we display and compare the input and output for each method of extracting representations in Table I . For the ease of representation, we denoted F xi as the extracted representation F or h of driving encounter x i for all approaches in Table I , where K is the dimension of inputs and r is the dimension of the learned representations.
IV. CLUSTERING
This section shall introduce the clustering algorithms for the learned representations. We first detail the clustering method and then introduce the performance evaluation criteria of clustering results. Time-series trajectories clustering is very ubiquitous [31] , and many clustering algorithms have been developed to solve related problems [32] . The learned representations of driving encounters restrict clustering method selection. Given the extracted representation of driving encounters in Table I , we can classify them, i.e., gather associated driving encounters into groups. The learned representations are usually in a high dimension, which makes it practically intractable for specific clustering approaches such as DBSCAN (i.e., density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise). In this paper, we prefer the k-means clustering (k-MC) [33] for simplicity and scalability.
During the clustering procedure, we have limited prior knowledge about the number of groups. Therefore, we need a criterion to evaluate the clustering performance and consequently select an appropriate cluster number. We aim to gather driving encounters with similar characteristics into one group that is different from other groups. Hence, the quality of clustering results can be assessed by checking the between and within cluster variances of the obtained clusters. On the other hand, the variance of the elements in the same groups should be as small as possible. According to references [11] , [31] , [32] , we define the within-cluster (WC) variance and betweencluster (BC) variance, which requires the computation of a mean value of extracted features. Directly computing the mean of driving encounters is intractable since it is inconceivable and meaningless to calculate the mean of trajectories in driving encounters. Instead of using the multi-vehicle trajectories to evaluate the BC and WC variances directly, we computed the mean of the extracted representations (denoted asF X ) by averaging all extracted representations of driving encounters belong to cluster X . Let X j be the set of driving encounters in the j-th clusters. Assuming that we obtain J clusters for N driver encounters, then the BC variance and WC variance are computed by
where D(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance measure, |X j | represents the number of driving encounters in the cluster X j , F xj,i is the feature representation of the i-th driving encounter in the j-th cluster, andF Xj is the mean of the feature representations of all driving encounters in the j-th cluster. Our goal is to maximize the BC variance and minimize the WC variance; however, the BC and WC variances of representations extracted by different approaches are usually in different scales, which makes it meaningless to compare their BC and WC values directly. In order to make performance comparison tractable, we normalized the BC and WC variances by defining their relative metrics as follows:
In this way, the BC and WC variances between approaches become comparable by scaling their values between [0, 1] with respect to each approach. A large value of λ BC indicates a large distance between clusters and otherwise, indicates a small distance between clusters.
V. EXPERIMENT AND DATA COLLECTION

A. Data Collection and Analysis
All the driving encounter data were collected from naturalistic settings supported by the University of Michigan Safety Pilot Model Development (SPMD) program [34] . This SPMD database was collected by the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) and provided driving data logged in the last three years in Ann Arbor area, covering about 3,500 equipped vehicles and 6-million trips in total. The onboard GPS start to collect latitude and longitude information of each vehicle while igniting the equipped vehicle. The data were collected at a sampling frequency of 10 Hz.
We searched the dataset of 100,000 trips, collected from 1900 vehicles with 12-day runs. The trajectory information we extracted includes latitude, longitude, the speed of the vehicles. The selection range was restricted to an urban area with the latitude in (-83.82, -83.64) and the longitude in (42.22, 42.34), as shown in Fig. 5 . The vehicle encounter refers to as the scenario where two vehicles are close to each other, and the relative Euclidean distance between them is smaller than 100 m. The dots indicate the position of the vehicle at every sample time. After querying from the SPMD database, we got 49,998 such vehicle encounters. In the case where the distance between two vehicles is less than 100 m, then for a short second, they were out of the range required to communicate with each other, which results in very short trajectories. In this paper, we mainly focus on the trajectory length longer than 10 s, which is meaningful for analysis and applications. Finally, we obtained 2,568 driving encounters for experimental validation which fit these criteria. Fig. 6 displays the distribution of time duration of all origin driving encounters.
B. Experiment Procedure and Settings
1) Autoencoders:
In order to make feature extraction efficiently, we used the re-sampling method (mentioned in Section II-B) through an interpolation process to unify the driving encounter into equal lengthK. Fig. 6 displays that the length of driving encounters was diverse, and the mean value of them is around 30 s. In order to facilitate the training procedure, we empirically unified each driving encounter to a fixed length of 200 sample points using linear interpolation. Here, we selected the unified length of 200 with the fact that a small number of unified samples will reduce model accuracy while a high number of unified samples will increase computational burden without significant model performance improvement. We set all autoencoders with a symmetric structure based on our experiences, and more specifically, Fig. 7 . Examples of learning representations by different approaches. Left: Raw driving encounter GPS trajectories with start points (i.e., marked as dot) and end points (i.e., marked as cross). Mid-left: Extracted representation using DTW. Mid-right: Reconstructed representation of DTW using ConvAE. Right: Extracted representation using normalized Euclidean distance (NED) of two trajectories and its reconstructed representation from LSTMAE.
• LSTMAE: In this paper, we designed a five-layer (I = 5) LSTMAE for learning the representations, where the third layer (i.e., the middle layer) is extracted as the hidden representation of driving encounters. The weights for each layer were initialized using random numbers between 1 and −1 following a uniform distribution. The latent dimension (i.e., hidden layer) was set as 10, i.e., h ∈ R r×1 with r = 10.
• ConvAE: A five-layer ConvAE was designed to extract underlying features from outputs of DTW. The dimension of its hidden layer was also set as 10, i.e., h ∈ R r×1 with r = 10. Applying the ConvAE to the high-dimension DTW feature matrix can significantly reduce the computation burden as the ConvAE can be typically used for dimensionality reduction.
After learning the hidden feature F xi of driving encounter x i using autoencoders, we then applied the k-means clustering (k-MC) approach to these extracted hidden representations to cluster associated driving encounters. 2) DTW: Similar to autoencoders, the length of driving encounters was unified to 100 for DTW. Thus we can compute the representation F x ∈ R 100×100 using (7) for each driving encounter. Then we apply the clustering algorithms to all F x .
3) NED: For the NED approach, the representation can be directly computed through (8) based on the unified driving encounters. Then, the output can be directly used for clustering and feeding into LSTMAE to obtain a low dimension representation (i.e., NED-LSTMAE).
For all learned representations, we do have limited prior knowledge of what values of k ∈ N + should be set. In order to determine k, we applied clustering algorithms to different k and computed their performance metrics λ BC and λ W C . 
VI. RESULT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
This section will present and analyze the experiment results, including representation extraction results and clustering performance evaluation and comparison. Fig. 7 displays four examples of learned representations using DTW and NED and the associated reconstructed results of using LSTMAE and ConvAE. The second column displays the DTW representations of associated driving encounter trajectories (the first column), and the third column displays the reconstruction results of using ConvAE from the hidden representation, h. The second and third columns show similar feature matrix values (represented by color), indicating that the ConvAE can completely reconstruct the representations of DTW. On the other hand, the fourth column represents the NED results (solid line) and the reconstruction of NED outputs (dash line), and we can see that they match well with each other. In summary, the representations in the hidden layers of autoencoders (i.e., ConvAE and LSTMAE) can represent the associated driving encounters. 1) Using DTW and NED: Fig. 7 shows examples of the learned representations using DTW and NED. It can be known that both DTW and NED methods can capture the distance information of two vehicle trajectories in individual driving encounters. In the extracted representations of using DTW, deep red indicates a large distance of two vehicles and deep blue indicates a small distance. The DTW can capture the spatial information of all positions and the dynamic information over the whole trajectory since it computes the distance of trajectories over time, while the NED does not capture the dynamic information over temporal space. In addition, Fig. 7 presents the associated reconstructed outputs of DTW and NED. Experimental results demonstrate that the ConvAE and LSTMAE can capture the underlying information of the extracted representations using DTW and NED, respectively.
A. Representation Learning and Analysis
2) Using Autoencoders: Each driving encounter results in a ten-dimensional representation vector h ∈ R 10×1 from the designed autoencoders (i.e., ConvAE and LSTMAE). Fig. 8 shows box plots of hidden layers in different autoencoders for all driving encounters. For each box, the central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. We found that DTW-ConvAE obtains less recognizable hidden representations; that is, distributions between each element of representation h do not have significant differences, compared to NED-LSTMAE and LSTMAE. All elements in extracted representations using DTW-ConvAE have similar median values almost around zero and similar ranges of [25th, 75th] percentiles. For the NED-LSTMAE and LSTMAE methods, both of their hidden representations are recognizable, with median values and ranges of [25th, 75th] percentiles are sparsely distinctive.
B. Clustering Results and Analysis
Based on the extracted representations, Fig. 9 compares all approaches to cluster driving encounters by showing the scaled within-cluster and between-cluster metrics (λ BC and λ W C ) and their change rates over the number of clusters k. We found that increasing the number of clusters would decrease the within-cluster distance while increasing the between-cluster distance. According to their change rate of λ BC or λ W C , when the number of clusters is close to 10, their performance metrics would converge, implying that k = 10 is the preferred selection. As we discussed before, the goal of clustering is to put homogeneous driving encounters into groups while maximizing the between-cluster distance and minimizing the within-cluster distance. Fig. 9 indicates that the DTW-kMC outperforms other counterparts, with λ BC = 0.923 at k = 10.
For all autoencoders at k = 10, the NED-LSTMAE-kMC obtains the best performance with λ BC = 0.803, compared to LSTMAE-kMC with λ BC = 0.574 and DTW-ConvAEkMC with λ BC = 0.559. This can be explained according to Fig. 8 : The DTW-ConvAE-kMC (top in Fig. 8 ) obtains the worst performance as its extracted representations of driving encounters are not such recognizable and distinctive, compared with the other two approaches. For the distancebased measure, the DTW-kMC outperforms the NED-kMC with λ BC = 0.648, because the DTW can capture the dynamic features over time and the distance features of two trajectories, but the NED cannot. Fig. 10 visualizes the results of all clustered driving encounters with their GPS data. We only show the results with the optimal number of clusters k = 10 because we have seen in Fig. 9 that a plateau can be observed on the change rate of within-cluster criteria λ BC with respect to the number of cluster starting at cluster sizes of 10 for all approaches. Fig. 11 lists the amount of driving encounters in each cluster. It can be found that some clusters covering very common driving encounter behaviors (e.g., cluster #2, cluster #7 and cluster #9) and some clusters representing rare driving encounter behavior (e.g., cluster #4 and cluster#10) can be detected. For cluster #1 (red) and cluster #10 (gray), they represent two typical driving encounter scenarios, i.e. car-following on highways and driving with the opposite direction on highways, respectively. For the most occurred driving encounter scenario (cluster #2), most of them are recorded at intersections, with a short duration, compared to cluster #1 and cluster #10.
C. Computing Efficiency Analysis
In order to evaluate the conservativeness of the algorithm and its applicability to real-time applications, its computational costs when implemented on a standard laptop computer are presented, and a comparison with other counterparts is given. All autoencoders were built using Python in Keras 1 with a tensorflow backend and all distance-based representation extraction algorithms were also programmed using Python. Table II presents the average computation time for extracting representations on a standard laptop computer with an Intel Core i7 running at 2.5 GHz, with 16 GB of RAM. It can be seen that the NED and DTW algorithms can extract feature much faster than two others, only with 120 s for 2568 driving encounters. However, the autoencoders with neural nets require a few hours to extract representations.
D. Further Discussion
This paper presents a comprehensive investigation of driving encounter classification through five approaches, which consists of two types: deep learning-based and distance-based. The distance-based method outperforms all other counterparts. However, some challenges still exist in our developed approaches and discussed as follows. 
1) Layers of Autoencoders:
For the deep learning-based approaches, we empirically set their hyperparameters, like the number of layers of decoder and encoder and the number of nodes in each layer. The hyperparameter selection in our paper mainly concerns two aspects: computational cost and model performance. Autoencoder with large numbers of layers could enhance model performance but at a significantly high computational cost. Therefore, in this paper, we selected a moderate number of layers to learn a hidden representation of driving encounters.
2) Contextual Road Information: This paper mainly utilized the multi-vehicle trajectories (GPS signals) without utilizing other information since GPS data is easy to obtain at a low cost such as via mobile-phone and equipped localization sensors. Our experiment validation did not consider other information such as contextual road information and vehicle speed, but it might extend our developed approach to other driving cases of including high-dimensional time-series data.
For instance, if more road context information could be obtained such as highway and intersections (T-shape, Y-shape, and cross-shape, etc.), our developed approaches can help get insights into the diversity of driving encounters. Therefore, considering contextual road information will be one of our future work. Moreover, the feature selection can influence the clustering results, namely, adding more feature information (e.g., vehicle speed, contextual traffic, the number of agents in driving encounters, etc.) as inputs could change the final number of clusters.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a generic two-layer framework of clustering naturalistic driving encounters that consists of multivehicle trajectories. Two kinds of representation learningdeep autoencoders and distance-based were developed and evaluated. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed framework can gather homogeneous driving encounters into groups considering the spatiotemporal relationship between vehicles. Besides, the dynamic time warping (DTW) approach with k-means clustering method outperforms other counterparts, in terms of both clustering performance and computational burden. We finally evaluated the performance of each proposed approach and confirmed that when we are only concerned with the vehicle trajectories, an acceptable and preferable cluster number is 10 in our database. These clustering results could provide insights into interactive driver behaviors in different scenarios and help to design a friendly and efficient decision-making policy for intelligent vehicles.
